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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)-based geographic addressing and routing
have many potential applications. Geocast protocols should be made energy effi-
cient to increase the lifetime of nodes and packet delivery ratio. This technique
will increase the number of live nodes, reduce message costs, and enhance net-
work throughput. All geocast protocols in the literature of WSN apply mostly
restricted flooding and perimeter flooding, which is why still the redundancy
they produce significantly high message transmission costs and unnecessar-
ily eats up immense energy of the nodes. Moreover, perimeter flooding can-
not succeed in the presence of holes. The present article models WSN with
software-defined (SD) constructs where the network area is divided into some
zones. Energy-efficient transmission tree(s) are constructed in the geocast area
to organize the flow of data packets and their links. Therefore, redundancy in
the transmission is eliminated while maintaining network throughput as good
as regular flooding. Besides, this study introduces a fuzzy controllers named
SELECT-STARTER and GEOCAST-PROPAGATOR for intellgent energy tans-
mission control-making. The proposed technique significantly reduces energy
cost and improves nodes’ lifetime to function for higher time duration and pro-
duce a higher data packet delivery ratio. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
this is the first work on geocast in SD-WSNs.

1 INTRODUCTION

These days’ researchers have developed a great interest in Internet-of-Things. Wireless sensor networks or WSN form a
big part of it.1-10 These networks consist of specific nodes that communicate with each other in the single or multi-hop.
In multiple hops, several nodes have to play the role of a router, and nodes deplete quickly after they participate in a large
number of communication sessions, especially if routes of those sessions break frequently and require more than one
route rediscovery.10-22

Geocast1,7,23,24 is a special kind of broadcast operation where one particular region in the network is predefined, and
all data packets are targeted to this location. All sensor nodes residing within this region can receive this message, while
nodes outside this region should not receive it. Existing literature on geocasting in WSN applies two different flooding
directions—directional flooding and local flooding. They are briefly described below in Figures 1 and 2, while Figure 3
introduces software-defined networks or SDN to illustrate the utility of SDN in the context of geocast.
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F I G U R E 1 Directional flooding

F I G U R E 2 Perimeter flooding

F I G U R E 3 Structure of a software-defined
networking

Studies25,26 discuss several efficient and robust geocast routing protocol. They are, Geographic-Forwarding-Geocast
(GFG) Geographic-Forwarding-Perimeter-Geocast (GFPG). GFG reduces cost in dense networks while GFPG guarantees
geocast packet delivery but at some extra messages. These are particularly applicable for WSN but lose significance in the
context of SD-WSN because, in SD-WSN, nodes are static, and delivery can be guaranteed only if nodes remain alive till
the geocast message reaches it. There is no question of getting out of geocast region with time. Therefore, velocity con-
sideration is insignificant. The zonal structure in our network has been motivated by ISFC-BLS (Intelligent and Secured
Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm Using Balanced Load Sub-Cluster Formation) in WSN Environment27 where the network
is divided into some load-balanced clusters and ant colony optimization is applied to find optimal path to destination. It
provides good energy efficiency compared to the ring and other clustering methods applicable for WSN. Specific protocols
also bring energy efficiency into the system. For example, ISFC-BLS27 deploys rechargeable sensors and dynamically bal-
ances load through the maximum capacity path or MCP technique. A fuzzy genetic-based dynamic spectrum allocation
system for deciding spectrum allocation is proposed in References 28-30 where parameters like bit error rate, signal inter-
ference noise ratio, available channel bandwidth, and sender unit (SU) transmission power are monitored continuously
so that performance of the system can be optimized by reducing cost. Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering31

periodically selects cluster heads depending on two parameters—residual energy and node degree. Therefore this
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clustering strategy is energy efficient as well. Despite numerous such protocols, the network’s smooth functioning is often
hampered by the attackers due to the open nature of WSN as described in References 32,33. Reference 31 discusses vari-
ous potential threats at different protocol layers and various routing and middleware challenges in detail. Approaches like
trust management, intrusion detection, firewalls, and key management are discussed in Reference 33. However, in the
present context, this is not the targeted problem area. A survey is proposed in Reference 34 where the basics of SDN, WSN,
and SD-WSN are explained. It describes the benefits that SDN architecture can incorporate in WSN. Mainly this article
has motivated us to build our geocast protocol in SDWSN construct. An energy-efficient multicast routing protocol based
on SDN and fog computing for vehicular networks is proposed in Reference 34 where multiple quality of service (QoS)
constraints are satisfied. Also, a scheduling algorithm is proposed that prioritizes multicast packets based on applica-
tion type and deadline. Another energy-efficient algorithm is proposed in Reference 35 for selecting the optimum cluster
heads among all cluster members. Both delay and energy are considered as performance metrics in Reference 36.

A Congestion Aware Routing using Fuzzy Rule sets has been proposed in Reference 37. It applies fuzzy rule bases
for identifying the nonlocalized node paths to add to the existing localized node paths and selecting the least congestion
affected destination path. The proposed technique increases the lifetime of nodes and significantly decreases the percent-
age of packet drops due to energy scarcity or nodes’ exhaustion. Multicast protocols can always be utilized in geocast.
However, in the latter case, all receivers’ identifiers and locations within the geocast region need to be supplied to the
sender, which is difficult and assumed as unknown by conventional geocast protocols. The current work has been framed
abiding by those constraints.

As far as geocasting in WSN is concerned, two popular protocols are directional and perimeter flooding. Directional
flooding5,8,18 instructs a node to forward data packets to only those downlink neighbors which are in the direction of
geocast area. For example in Figure 3, it can be seen that node ni has six neighbors nj, nk, nl, nu, nv,, and nr. Among them,
only nj and nk are in the direction of geocast area while the others are in the opposite direction. Therefore, ni sends geocast
data packet to nj and nk only, for forwarding. After receiving the packet, nj and nk follow the same procedure. This saves
some message cost and also reduces redundancy. For example, in Figure 1, assume that nk and nj are in the neighborhood
of each other. After receiving geocast packet from ni, nj will not send the same to nk because nk is not in the direction of
geocast area from the point of view of nj. This is correct from the redundancy perspective too. nk has already received the
message from ni and there is no point in receiving the same from nj. But, as far as nj is concerned, this will receive geocast
packet from both ni and nk because nj lies in the forwarding region of both, generating redundancy.

This is demonstrated in Figure 2. Source and each router forward the data packet to the node that is closest to an
approximate center of the geocast region.11,38,39 As soon as the data packet reaches a router that has at least one neighbor
in the geocast region, the router starts forwarding the packet along the boundary of the geocast area, so that a perimeter
of geocast area is constructed. After that all nodes residing in the constructed periphery, starts flooding the data packet
to all neighbors inside the geocast region. Redundancy within the geocast area is unavoidable here.

Perimeter flooding works well in a densely populated environment otherwise the problem of the hole can wreck
havoc with its functionality. A hole in the nodal periphery evolves when the radio-circle of a node in the periphery is
completely empty. For example, in Figure 2, suppose node ni has no neighbor to forward packet and ni is also not within
the neighborhood of nj. Hence there will be a hole between ni and nj and construction of nodal periphery would not be
incomplete. Without this periphery, flooding inside geocast area would not be possible.

Here the authors have proposed geocasting in SDN-based WSN. The main idea behind SDN40-42 is to separate the
physical forwarding of data and its control through software. Such networks are divided into three components—a cen-
tralized controller, some hosts, and some switches. Hosts can only issue flow requests, that is, they can inject flows into
the network and receive packets from it. They do not have forwarding capacities. On the other hand, the sole purpose of
a switch is to forward packets either from a host to another host or from a switch to a host, or from a host to a switch or
in between two switches. All these forwarding activities are performed under the direction of one centralized controller.
Communication between different entities is performed through APIs or application programming interfaces. Instruc-
tions of centralized controller come in the form of flow tables that are used for configuring forwarding planes. The basic
structure of SDNs appears in Figure 3.

All three local, metropolitan and wide area networks apply SDN concepts. It is used in data centers as well, for flex-
ible network control without compromising with forwarding references. This kind of network is easy to implement and
maintain. Also lots of scopes are there to improve the energy efficiency of these protocols.20,43 Some common methods are
occasional deactivation of switches, reducing the size of content addressable memory, etc. SDN has successfully proved
its worth and vast applicability in highly scalable data centers in the private and public sectors alike. SDNs have set a new
trend with their performance effectiveness.44 Nowadays hybrid SDN are gaining popularity for several benefits,45 SD-WSN
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is one such network. In this proposed work, SDN divides the completely distributed structure of WSN into some nonover-
lapping clusters or zones where each controller is in charge of one zone. Peripheral nodes in a zone are nodes that have
some portion of the radio-circle in other zones. Those zones are termed as neighbors of the current zone. Our work pro-
poses an energy-efficient green geocast protocol having certain novelties. To the best of authors’ knowledge, the present
work is the first geocast protocol in SD WSN. This is a combined model of SDN and WSN whereas its competitors are only
geocast protocols in WSN. Normally in WSN, whenever a geocast operation is initiated by a source, it performs flooding
with a few restrictions or tricks but still suffers from significant redundancies, especially when the network is densely
populated. This unnecessarily eats up energy in nodes reducing their lifetime. This green geocast is capable of completely
eliminating flooding and still achieving high network throughput, often as good as flooding. The proposed protocol con-
structs energy efficient transmission tree(s) within the portion of geocast region inside each zone. Here, the cost is a
function that depends on energy, remaining lifetime, etc. Data packets are delivered along energy-efficient links of these
trees to save energy in nodes. Still some nodes in geocast region of a zone may remain isolated. For them, energy-efficient
unicast routes are formed from source (if the source is in the current zone) or the peripheral node through which geocast
packet entered into the current zone (if the source is not in the current zone) to the isolated nodes. Forming energy effi-
cient transmission tree as well as unicast routes to isolated fellows, are governed by fuzzy controllers embedded in the
SDN controller of a zone.

The rest of the article is:related works appear in Section 2. Network model details are presented in Section 3, and
Section 5 contains a simulation experiment and the analysis of results; the conclusion is in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Although this routing model is novel but some related state-of-the-art geocast protocols are mentioned the following.

2.1 Minimum energy communication networks

In minimum energy communication networks (MECN),46 the network is modeled as a graph consisting of certain vertices
and edges. Each edge has got some cost associated with it. MECN applies Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm to find
out minimum cost path between each pair of vertices. In this process it eliminates inefficient edges from the original
network graph to arrive at a smaller subnetwork graph where all vertices of the original network graph are present with
only least cost edges connecting them. Definitely, network connectivity is preserved in the process, which is no two nodes
lose connectivity during the elimination of high-cost links.

MECN works according to the inherent distributed architecture of WSN. Therefore, discovering an energy-efficient
route requires the exchange of a huge number of route-request route-reply messages incurring significant cost. Moreover
nodes regularly transmit hello messages within their respective radio-ranges to periodically detect its neighbors. This too
eats up a lot of energy. MECN follows directional flooding strategy.

2.2 Geographic adaptive fidelity

In geographic adaptive fidelity (GAF),39 certain routers are allowed to take rest if an appropriate alternative is available.
For example, if two nodes na and nb have set of uplink downlink neighbors {nc, ne, nf } and same set of downlink neighbors
{np, nq, nr}, then one can play others role when the other one is sleeping. For example, assume that a live communication
session is going on in the path … →ne →na →nr → … while na does not have much charge left and battery of nb is run-
ning lively with huge remaining charge. Then the path … →ne →na →nr → … will change to … →ne →nb →nr → …
and na will be given the chance to sleep. To perform geocastin GAF, a virtual peripheral grid is constructed around the
region of geocast. A node can either go to sleep (sleep state) or engage itself in route discovery task (discovery state)
when nodes determine their numbers in the grid. Route discovery means exchanging a huge number of route-request
route-reply messages. These messages, coupled with hello and ack or acknowledgment, consume huge energy in nodes.
GAF maintains each active node as representative of each virtual grid, to keep the network connected. This active node
bears the responsibility of flooding packets inside the grid.Flooding is directional in this protocol; directed toward a
particular grid.
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2.3 Geographic energy aware routing

Geographic energy aware routing (GEAR)47 is an energy efficient geocast protocol emphasizing on the fact that there are
two tasks in an geocast—first one is to arrive at the geocast region and second one is to broadcast geocast message in that
region. Whenever a node outside geocast region receives an geocast message for forwarding, it chooses a neighbor in its
list of neighbors that is at minimum distance from centroid of geocast region. Packets are directed toward geocast region,
hence method applied here is directional flooding. This protocol does not differentiate between two hops that consume
different energy owing to minimum receive power of receivers in those hops.

2.4 Energy aware geographic routing with anchor nodes

In energy aware geographic routing (EAGR),48 energy cost corresponding to each forwarding decision, is computed in
advance. Each sender adjusts its transmission power so that it is just enough to reach its next hop receiver. But if receiver
is on radio-range of the sender then no reduction in transmission power will be possible. Geocasting is performed using
directional flooding method.

2.5 Geographic routing based on partitioned architecture

This is a work that considers multiple static sinks8 and protection of their information from one another. Nodes involved
with multiple sinks are divided into several levels. Sinks that logically appear in more than one levels, receive real packets
while fake packets are forwarded to fake sinks through multiple unicasting. It does not use flooding. The idea is to improve
robustness of the protocol and make it efficient enough to handle changes in topology with more than one sinks, without
imposing much communication load and energy consumption.

2.6 Greedy parameter stateless routing

Like MECN, greedy parameter stateless routing (GPSR)16 also models the underlying network as a graph and produces a
simpler planar graph out of it. Planar graph is the one used for propagation of data packets. But one thing that can harm
construction of perimeter (perimeter flooding is applied in this protocol) around geocast zone, is presence of holes. Its
number may increase in between a communication session because nodes in the perimeter tend to deplete quickly due
to load of flooding in geocast region. This runs the risk of breaking wall of perimeter producing more holes.

2.7 Energy efficient location-based intersection routing

Energy efficient location-based intersection routing (EELIR)18 is based on the concept that each node knows its residual
energy and current location. Priority of a node increases with increase in its residual energy and optimal route is the one
that contains comparatively highest number of high priority nodes. Geocast source discovers routes to individual geocast
members through directional flooding. Therefore flooding is required only once for route discovery. During delivery of
data packets no flooding is required. This solves the problem of redundancy in flooding. Message cost in EELIR will be
smaller than others if geocast source is close to the geocast region and geocast region is not very densely populated.

2.8 Anonymous location-based energy-efficient routing

Anonymous location-based energy-efficient routing 22 is distinguished by its low cost and anonymity protection for
sources, destinations, and routes. It assumes that entire network area is a rectangle and uses recursive hierarchical as
well as vertical partition until desired zone is obtained. After that, in each step, a forwarding node is randomly chosen
which is closest to the zone. In the last step, data packets are broadcast to destination zone. Broadcasting is performed
using directional flooding technique.
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2.9 Fixed rectangular forwarding zone geocast

In fixed rectangular forwarding zone geocast (FRFZ),26 the sender computes vertices of the smallest rectangle that cir-
cumscribes the geocast region, from knowledge of simple geometry. As soon as it reaches a node which is close to the
vertex, that is, distance between the vertex and the node is less than a predefined threshold, then sender sends geocast
message to that node. Similarly other three nodes are discovered and all of them receive geocast message from the sender.
Then these nodes flood the same to the geocast region. If a node is inside the geocast region, it processes the message,
otherwise the message is dropped.

3 NETWORK MODEL DETAILS

In this section all details of the current proposed model are explained categorically. Each issue are described in following
subsections. The SD-WSN framework consists of the following layers as shown in Figure 4.

(i) Physical layer (PL): Multiple sensor nodes exist at this level. They communicate with the SDN controller using
Openflow6 protocol to receive instruction in the form of flow table information. Flows are directed according to it.
Please note that nodes are divided into certain zones and each zone is under supervision of exactly one controller.
Please note that, improvement in operation of SD-WSN depends on three aspects—suitable controller placement
and re-election,49 efficient management of Openflow switches,50 and proper control of data plane.51

(ii) Virtualization layer: The key nodes of the sensor network in the PL map to virtual key nodes, in order to form the
virtual node layer (virtual layer).

F I G U R E 4 Network structure
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(iii) Control layer (CL): This layer consists of SDN controllers which control routing, sleep monitoring, and other
services which are components of network management. It communicates its flow control instructions to individual
nodes using Openflow protocol. Based on location, radio-ranges, battery power, etc. information, an optimum route
is selected from one node in the current zone to some other node (maybe in a same or different zone) an optimal
route is selected.

(iv) Application layer (AL): The AL defines a working policy for each application. Taking decisions about work-
ing strategy requires information about network topology and node status which are available from the CL. These
strategies decide how services will be provided to sensor nodes.

3.1 Information stored in SDN controller

SDN controller of a zone Zp (1≤ p≤P; P is the number of all zones in the network) consists of the two following tables,

(i) TOPO-INFOp
(ii) NODE-INFOp

TOPO-INFOp specifies topology of zone Zp with its attributes being

(i) node-id
(ii) adjacency-list

node-id specifies unique identification number of a node whereas adjacency-list is the set of all 1-hop downlink
neighbors of the node.

NODE-INFOp is a table consisting of following information about nodes in Zp.

(i) node-id
(ii) (latitude, longitude) ordered pair

(iii) radio-range
(iv) maximum energy
(v) most recent residual energy

(vi) most recent rate of energy depletion
(vii) minimum receive power

(viii) peripheral status
(ix) current time

The latitude-longitudinal pair of a node ni isrepresented by (xi(t), yi(t)) while its radio-range is radi. The highest bat-
tery capacity of ni is m-eni while its residual energy at time t is r-eni(t) and current rate of energy depletion is given by
depi(t).The peripheral status of ni is pphri. It is set to 1 if it has some neighbors belonging to any neighboring zone of Zp.
Otherwise it is set to 0.

As soon as a node ni starts operating in a location under zone Zp, it sends a register message to SDN controller.
Attributes of a register message are,

(i) msg-id (set to 0)
(ii) node-id

(iii) (latitude, longitude) ordered pair
(iv) radio-range
(v) highest battery power

After a register message is received by the SDN controller of zone Zp, it searches NODE-INFOp table to check if it is
a duplicate register message or not. If an entry with the same identification number already exists in the table, then the
SDN controller replies with a duplicate-entry message. Attributes of a duplicate-entry message are-.
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(i) msg-id (set to 1)
(ii) node-id

But if no such duplicate entry is found in NODE-INFOp, then a success message is sent back to the node that generated
register message. Its components are the same as a duplicate entry; only msg-id is assigned the value 2. The next task is
to determine the peripheral status of ni. It broadcasts a hello message within its own radio-range. Identification numbers
and locations of all nodes that acknowledge this message are sent to the SDN controller. If at least one of those nodes is
outside the current zone, then SDN will set pphri to 1; otherwise it will be set to 0. Attributes of hello and ack messages
are as follows:

(i) msg-id
(ii) node-id

(iii) (latitude, longitude) ordered pair
(iv) radio-range

The msg-id is 3 for hello and 4 for ack. Three types of zone structures are considered—polygonal, circular, and elliptic.
Similar are the structures of geocast regions. Polygonal structure is closest to the real-life scenario while circular is the
ideal one where neighborhood of a node spreads around the node equally in all directions. Please note that circle is a
special kind of ellipse where both foci are at the same point (the center). Therefore both circular and elliptic structure
has been considered in our simulation. Below the authors derive the conditions in section V under which a polygonal,
circular or elliptic geocast region embeds a zone member ni. Before beginning the geocast operation, an geocast-initiation
message is sent. Its attributes are:

(i) geocast source-id
(ii) zone-id of geocast source-id

(iii) geocast area specification

After a zone identifies that it has at least one geocast member in it (the process is illustrated in Section 4.1), it sends a
reply named geocast-reply to the geocast source. Components of geocast reply are.

(i) zone-id
(ii) List of geocast member id and their locations

After sending geocast-initiation message, geocast source waits for time τ-reloc and then starts sending data packets.

4 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED WORK

In the beginning, immediately after receiving a geocast request, the SDN controller checks to see if the geographical
region circumscribes the entire zone. If the whole zone falls within the geographic region, then all nodes in the zone are
intended geocast receivers. Otherwise only a subset of nodes will be geocast receivers. Among these nodes, certain nodes
have to be elected as starter and role of the starter is to propagate geocast message to all nodes reachable from it. There
may be multiple starters in the geocast region if all nodes are not reachable from the current starter. After that energy
efficient transmission tree corresponding to each starter is constructed so that the starters can parallely proceed with the
geocast transmission. Lonely leaves can be elevated as much as possible so that delay in transmission can be reduced.
Figure 5 shows these steps in a schematic diagram.

4.1 Geocast members

All nodes in a zone may not be geocast members. SDN controller determines whether a node is geocast member or not
depending upon specification of the area of geocast region. If geocast region is a circle, then geocast source/peripheral
node informs SDN controller about its center and radius. Similarly if it is circular then center and foci lengths are specified
and in case of polygonal geocast area, sequence of consecutive edges starting from one particular vertex, are specified.
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F I G U R E 5 Diagram of the proposed work

Position of ni at current time t, is denoted as the ordered pair (xi(t), yi(t)). With respect to a circular zone defined by
center (h, k) and radius r, ni will be inside provided f 1(ni,t)< 0 where f 1(ni,t) is expressed in (1).

f1(ni, t) = (xi(t) − h)2 + (yi(t) − k)2 − r2. (1)

With respect to an elliptic zone defined by center (h, k) and major and minor axis length a and b, ni will be inside at
current time t provided f 2(ni,t)< 0 where f 2(ni,t) is mathematically expressed in (2).

f2(ni, t) = {(xi(t) − h)∕a}2 + {(yi(t) − k)∕b}2 − 1. (2)

Situation becomes just a bit more complex when geocast region is polygonal defined by the vertices
(xv, yv), (xv+ 1, yv+ 1), (xv+ 2, yv+ 2), … , (xv+ j, yv+ j).. Let,

xmin = ∀min (xv+m), s.t. m = 0 to j
ymin = ∀min (yv+m), s.t. m = 0 to j

}
(3)

ni will be completely outside the current zone at present timestamp t, if xi(t)< xmin or xi(t)> xmax or yi(t)< ymin or
yi(t)> ymax. Otherwise, ni is treated as a member candidate. In order to determine whether ni is a node inside the zone,
a straight line parallel to X-axis is drawn that passes through (xi(t), yi(t)) of that line is y = yi(t). This line will intersect a
polygonal edge from (xv+ k′ , yv+ k′) to (xv+ k′ + 1, yv+ k′ + 1) where 0≤ k′ ≤ (j− 1) provided yv+ k′ ≤ yi(t)≤ yv+ k′ + 1. Coordinate
of the intersection point is (f i(v, k′ , t), yi(t)) where f i(v, k′ , t) is mathematically expressed in (4).

fi(v, k′, t) = xv+k′ + (yi(t) − yv+k′ )(xv+k′+1 − xv+k′ )∕fn(v, k′) (4)

where f n(v, k′) = (yv+ k′ + 1 − yv+ k′).
The intersection points are arranged from left to right in increasing order of x-coordinates and then duplicates are

eliminated. Please note that, duplicates, in this case, appear consecutively, if they appear at all. Let intersection points are
given by (aq, yi(t)) such that aq ≤ aq+ 1, where q is an integer between 0 and j. Among them if there are any two intersection
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points (aq, yi(t)) and (aq+ 1, yi(t)) where aq = aq+ 1, then (aq+ 1, yi(t)) is removed from the set of intersection points. Assume
that after eliminating duplicates, remaining number of intersection points is c.

In Figure 6A it can be seen that ABCDE is a polygon where coordinates of A, B, C, D and E are (x1, y1), (x2, y2),
(x3, y3), (x4, y4), and (x5, y5). For the position of ni in Figure 6A, the straight line y = yi(t) intersects polygonal edges AB,
AF, EF and DE at points P, Q, R and S with their coordinates being {x1 + (yi(t) − y1) (x1-x2)/(y1 − y2), yi(t)}, {x1 + (yi(t) − y1)
(x1 − x6)/(y1 − y6), yi(t), {x5 + (yi(t) − y5) (x5 − x6)/(y5 − y6), yi(t)} and {x5 + (yi(t) − y5) (x5 − x4)/(y5 − y4), yi(t)}, respectively.
Therefore, if ni has to exist within the polygon then it will have to exist on the straight line y = yi(t), in between zth
odd intersection point and z+ 1-th intersection point where 1≤ z≤ |PT-ODD|. Please note that PT-ODD is the set of
all odd intersection points, after arranging them from left to right, that is, in increasing order of x coordinates. With
every odd intersection point, direction of movement is towards interior of the polygon whereas with every even intersec-
tion point, direction of movement is toward exterior of the polygon. But what will happen if number of intersection points
is odd? This is illustrated in Figure 5B.

It may be noticed in Figure 6B that, three intersection points are there. A is obtained twice—once for intersection of
the straight line y = yi(t)with AB and then with AF. Another intersection point is Q which is obtained when the same
line y = yi(t) cuts polygon edge BC. After arranging these intersection points from left to right, the obtained sequence is
(A, A, Q). After eliminating consecutive duplicates, the new sequence is (A, Q). If ni lies between A and Q, that is, if xi(t)
is in between (x1, y1) and {x2 + (yi(t) − y2) (x2 − x3)/(y2 − y3)}, then it belongs to the polygon ABCDEF; otherwise it is
outside.

4.2 Message transmission in green geocast

For transmitting geocast messages to all nodes belonging to a portion of geocast region inside the current zone, a min-
imum energy transmission forest is constructed. An energy-efficient transmission forest FR is a collection of minimum
energy transmission trees denoted by TR(y) as in (5) such that 1≤ y≤ ∣𝜙∣ where 𝜙 is construction of minimum energy
transmission forest for a set of nodes V has to begin with one particular starter node. Starter node is one that receives
geocast message directly from the geocast source (if geocast source resides in the current zone), or a peripheral node

F I G U R E 6 (A) Number of intersection points is even (P, Q, R, S). (B)
Number of intersection points is odd (A, A, Q)
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(in the situation when geocast source belongs to any of the remaining zones). Role of the starter is to propagate geocast
message to all nodes reachable from it. There may be multiple starters in the geocast region if all nodes are not reach-
able from the current starter. If all nodes are reachable from the selected starter, the minimum energy transmission forest
will consist of only one minimum energy transmission tree; otherwise multiple such trees will be there. Each tree will
have exactly one starter node. It is an geocast member that cannot have any geocast other member as uplink neighbor in
minimum energy transmission tree.

A minimum energy transmission tree TR(y)=<Vr(y), Ed(y), Wg(y,t)> such that 1≤ y≤ ∣𝜙∣, Vr(y) is the set of vertices,
Ed(y) is the set of edges, and Wg(y,t) is the summation of weights of all edges at time t, as formulated in (6). Let each
edge ej: (nk →np) s.t. 1≤ j≤ |Ed(y)| and np, nv ∈Vr(y) has an weight wj(t) at current timestamp t. Based on this, Wg(y,t) is
expressed below.

Wg(y, t) = Σwj(t), s.t., j = 1 to |Ed(y)| . (6)

In proposed geocast algorithm, weight wj(t) of an edge ej at time t is directly proportional to expected energy con-
sumption along the link from nk to np. Therefore, wj(t) is mathematically formulated in (7) based on Frii’s transmission
for estimation of energy consumption in wireless links.

wj(t) = {mrp(p) distt
2(k, p)}∕C1. (7)

mrp(p) is minimum receive power of np. C1 is a constant.
Delay dj(t) of the edge ej is the time duration required for sending one packet from nk to np at time t. It is

modeled in (8).

dj(t) = C2 distt(k, p) . (8)

C2 is another constant.
Among two links ej : (nk →np) and er : (nu →nv), ej will be considered more efficient if either condition CN1 or CN2

is true. CN1 specifies that if ej is more energy efficient, then irrespective of delay, it is considered better than er. CN2 is
applicable only when energy consumption from nk to np is same as energy consumption from nu to nv, that is, wj = wr.

CN1 ∶ wj < wr

CN2 ∶ dj < dr

}
.

The present article aims at constructing energy efficient transmission forest for geocasting packets to all geocast mem-
bers in the current zone and then choosing suitable peripheral nodes to propagate to some / all of the neighbor zones
if required. Selection of starter and selecting neighbor nodes for propagation of geocast message to neighbor zones, are
all governed by fuzzy controllers named SELECT-STARTER and GEOCAST-PROPAGATOR respectively. Pseudocode of
determining whether a node is inside geocast region or not are explain in Figure 7.

4.3 Construction of energy efficient transmission forest

The selection of starter is performed by a fuzzy controller SELECT-STARTER embedded in the SDN controller. Its design
is based on the following requirements.

4.4 Fewer burdens should be imposed on nongeocast nodes to transmit geocast
message to starter

Current zone should not consume much energy in transferring the geocast message from geocast source/peripheral to
the starter. This energy is just the cost of setting foundation of actual geocast operation. Best case happens when starter is
at minimum possible energy distance from geocast source/peripheral. A node nj is said to be at minimum possible energy
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F I G U R E 7 Pseudocode of determining whether a node is inside geocast region or not

distance edistt(r,j) from one of its uplink neighbors nr at time t, if Cartesian distance distt(r,j) between those nodes at time
t, is equal to minimum possible physical distance min-dist between any two nodes in the network and minimum receive
power mrp(j) is minimum.

Considering all nodes in the network. These conditions are formally written in Equations (9) and (10) whereas value
of minimum possible energy distance is computed in (11).

distt(r, j) = min−dist, (9)

mrp(j) = min∀mrp(y), s.t., y = 1 to |Z|, (10)

edistt(r, j) = {mrp(p) min−dist2}∕C1, (11)

where Z is the set of all nodes in the current zone.
Extensive forwarding load is imposed on nongeocast members in propagating geocast message to starter, if all nongeo-

cast members of current zone are involved in the task. (Z-A) is the set of nongeocast members in current zone. If distance
between each pair of consecutive non-geocast members in the current zone is equal to maximum possible radio-range
Rmax in the network and minimum receive power of all of them is equal to max-mrp or maximum of minimum receive
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power considering all nodes in the network, then upper limit of energy consumption upca,b(t) of the route from geocast
source/peripheral na to starter nb, is given by (12).

upca,b(t) = |Z − A|max−mrpR2
max∕C1, (12)

where max - mrp = ∀mrp(y), s. t. , y = 1 to |N|.
N is the set of all nodes in the network, including all zones.

4.5 Starter should have good connectivity inside the geocast region

If a huge number of geocast members are reachable from a starter, then number of starters will be reduced and with that,
forwarding load on nongeocast members will also be reduced. This requires good reachability for starters and also it will
be delay efficient if nodes are placed at high levels in minimum energy transmission tree. Gain in terms of energy saving
is also possible if certain conditions are satisfied.

Nodes should be at small hop distances from the starter so that depth of the tree is decreased. For example, consider
the topologies of Figure 8A,B. Node ni is starter in both the topologies of these two figures. It receives unicast message
from geocast source or appropriate peripheral at time t. its only successor ni+ 1 receives the same at timestamp (t +Δt1);
similarly, ni+ 2 receives that geocast message at time (t +Δt1+Δt2) ; and so on upto ni+ j which receives geocast message
at time (t +Δt1+Δt2+ … +Δtp). In general, it can be said that timestamp tmi+ j (2≤ j≤ p) at which ni+ j receives the
broadcast message, is given by (13),

tmi+j =

{
t + ΣΔtj s.t. j = 1 to p and if j > 0
t if j = 0

. (13)

F I G U R E 8 (A) Original topology. (B) Elevated topology. (C)
Illustration of cascading elevation. (D) ni+ p is two levels up
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As far as elevation of nodes is concerned, ni and ni+ 1 cannot move up in the transmission tree because ni is the starter
itself; it is root of the transmission tree and no level is possible before the root. Similarly, ni+ 1 is an geocast member blessed
with the best possible parent, that is, the starter. Therefore, only nodes from ni+ 2 to ni+ p can try to get attached to better
father. Let a node ni+ z (3≤ z≤ p) moves up one level and gets attached to ni+ z-2 while its previous predecessor was ni+ z-1.
But one question arises here, that is, whether the children (if any, both single and multi-hop) of ni+ z will also move along
with it so that predecessor of ni+ z+ 1 remains ni+ z or ni+ z-1 will become new predecessor of ni+ z+ 1. Movement of multiple
nodes will incur significant kinetic energy cost. So, it is better to move leaf nodes (nodes without children), especially
those who are lonely, that is, without siblings. That will lead to substantial energy savings because after elevation of the
lonely leaf node, its predecessor will be completely relieved from forwarding geocast message. Hence, in this article only
lonely leaf nodes are elevated. Cascading elevations are also possible in this kind of network structure when raising up a
node triggers raising of its immediate predecessor. Particularly if a lonely leaf geocast member climbs up the transmission
tree (at least two steps) then its immediate predecessor becomes childless and it can also move up. This is illustrated in
Figure 7C,D.

Proposed geocast algorithm encourages elevation of only lonely leaf nodes. Let, ni+ p in Figure 8A detaches itself from
its present uplink neighbor ni+ p-1 and links with ni+ p-2.

Resultant topology appears in Figure 7B. Assume that, new and old timestamps at which ni+ p receives the geocast
message are tm-newi+ p and tm-oldi+ p. Values of these are shown below in Equations (14) and (15).

tm-newi+p = t + ΣΔtj, s.t., j = 1 to p − 1. (14)

tm-oldi+p = t + ΣΔtj, s.t., j = 1 to p − 1 (15)

Therefore improvement in delay is given by (tm-newi+ p- tm-oldi+ p), that is, Δtj.
Corresponding gain in energy is the difference between energy cost in old position and energy cost in new position.

When ni+ p was the successor of ni+ p-1, transmission energy required by ni+ p-1 is given by edistt(i+ p-1,i+ p) and defined
in (16). After ni+ p got attached to ni+ p-2, transmission energy required by ni+ p-2, is defined in (17). But in order to change
desired predecessor, ni+ p had to invest kinetic energy too. If old and new positions of ni+ p are (x-oldi+ p, y-oldi+ p) and
(x-newi+ p, y-newi+ p), respectively, then velocity of the node was vli+ p appears in (18).

This is based on the assumption that transition took place in time duration tei+ p and throughout the time it moved
with uniform velocity. Corresponding kinetic energy keni+ p is shown in (19). mass(i+ p) is mass of ni+ p.

In Figure 8C, ni+ p has moved two levels up, that is, its predecessor is ni+ p-3. Now ni+ p-1 has become a lonely leaf and
it can move up now. This is cascading elevation. Figure 8D shows the situation where ni+ p-1 has moved one level up and
has become successor of ni+ p-3. Now ni+ p-1 does not have any lonely leaf child.

Input parameters of SELECT-STARTER are dist-entr, connect-eff, res-eng-quotient. These are described below
in (16) to (19).

edistt(i + p − 1, i + p) = {mrp(i + p) distt
2(i + p − 1, i + p)}∕C1. (16)

edistt(i + p − 2, i + p) = {mrp(i + p) distt
2(i + p − 2, i + p)}∕C1. (17)

vli+p = posi+p∕tei+p. (18)

s.t. posi+p =
√
{(x − oldi+p − x − newi+p)2 + (y − oldi+p − y − newi+p)2}

keni+p = 0.5 mass(i + p) vl2
i+p. (19)

Overall energy consumption in the network will reduce if the following condition mentioned in (20) is true.

edistt(i + p − 1, i + p) > (edistt(i + p − 2, i + p) + keni+p), (20)

dist-entr(i,t) is the ratio of overall energy consumption in the least energy consuming path that does not include any
geocast router, from geocast source or appropriate peripheral ns to an geocast member ni, with respect to maximum of
the same from ns to all geocast members in the current zone, at time t. Mathematically this is expressed in (21).
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dist-entr(i, t) = eng-dists,i(t)∕{max ∀eng-dists,i(t)},ni ∈ A, (21)

eng-dists,i(t) is the amount of energy consumed in minimum energy path excluding all geocast member routers from ns to
ni at time t. It is formulated in (22) based on the assumption that minimum energy path from ns to ni at time t is routes,i(t)
such that,

routes,i(t): ns = nu →nu+ 1 →nu+ 2 …nu+ k(i)− 1 →nu+ k(i) = ni,

where all nodes from nu+ 1 to nu+ k-1 are routers that do not belong to the geocast region. Number of nodes in routes,i(t) is
(k(i)+1).Then,

eng-dists,i(t) = 𝛴edist(u + k′ − 1,u + k′), s.t., k′ = 1 to k(i). (22)

From the formulation in (22), it is evident that dist-entr(i,t) lies between 0 and 1. Values close to 0 indicate that trans-
ferring geocast message from geocast source or appropriate peripheral node ns to starter candidate ni, does not burden
nongeocast members much. Hence, from this perspective, ni is in a favorable situation to become a router. Connect-eff(i,t)
is a parameter that specifies topological efficiency of the not-yet-constructed transmission tree rooted at ni at time t. It
is high if a good number of geocast members are reachable from ni without getting down much deep. That is, distance
between ni and farthest geocast member reachable from it, should be small. It is formulated in (23).

connect-eff(i, t) = f-depth(i, t) f-reach(i, t), (23)

where f - depth(i, t) =
√

(1 - max - depi(t)/(|A| - 1)), and f - reach(i, t) = max - rchi(t)/|A| .
max-depi(t) is maximum possible depth in transmission tree rooted at ni at time t. Maximum value of max-depi(t) is

(|A| - 1) where all geocast members will act as routers to carry the message from ni to the geocast member at maximum
depth. In this case, all nodes in the transmission tree will have only one child. max-rchi(t) is the total number of nodes
reachable from ni at time t.

The relation reach-able of reachability is reflexive and transitive, but not symmetric. A node is always reachable from
itself; that is, ∀t, ni∈ reach-able(ni, t). Similarly, if ni∈ reachable(ni, t) and nk∈ reachable(nj, t), then nk∈ reach-able(ni,
t) in two hops, that is, the relation is transitive. But ni∈ reachable(ni, t) does not necessarily mean the reverse that is, ni∈
reachable (ni, t) because all links in a zone are not bidirectional. At most |A| number of nodes can be reachable from a
starter.

From the formulation in (23) it is evident that connect-eff(i,t) lies between 0 and 1. Values close to 1 denote small
highest depth in the transmission tree with a good number of reachable nodes. Pseudocode to compute connect-eff is
shown in Figure 9 which is continued to Figure 10.

res-eng-quotient(i,t) specifies residual battery energy of ni at time t compared to its maximum energy. It is expressed
in (24).

res-eng-quotient(i, t) = r-eni(t)∕m-eni. (24)

Values of this parameter close to 1 indicate high residual energy that is expected to yield a stable root for the
transmission tree.

Entire range (0-1) of all of these parameters, is uniformly divided into four ranges (0-0.25 is denoted by a, 0.25-0.50 is
denoted by b, 0.50-0.75 is c whereas the next higher range 0.75-1.00 is denoted by d). The fuzzy is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
In Table 1 it can be seen that dist-entr = a or b, then it means that nongeocast nodes need not spend much battery power
to carry geocast message to potential starter, from the geocast source or appropriate peripheral. This is good for profile of
the starter candidate. On the other hand, connect-eff should be.

Rule bases of SELECT-STARTER are as under.either c or d for a candidate competing to become a starter. It indicates
good reachability without traversing downmuch. Hence (a,d), that is, ath row and dth column of Table 1, is best possible
combination for the couple dist-entr and connect-eff. This combination produces best value for t1, that is, t1 = d. As
dist-entr starts to increase and becomes b, then for same connect-eff, t1 reduces to c. Similarly, as dist-entr becomes c
without changing connect-eff, t1 will reduce to c, and so on. This means that for same reachability and depth, performance
of a starter becomes better with reduction is dist-entr. Also for a given dist-entr, increase in connect-eff lead to better
performance of a starter. For example, consider the columns of Table 1. First column is (a, b, c, d). So, value of t1 is
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F I G U R E 9 First part of pseudo code of the function to compute reachability

increasing from top to bottom, that is, with increase in connect-eff; similarly second (a, b, b, c), third (a, a, b, b), and fourth
(a, a, a, b) columns also yield the similar observation.

Ultimate output starter-merit increases with increase in t1 as well as res-eng-quotient, as can be seen in Table 2. For
example, observing the flow along the rows, four rows (a, a, a, b), (a, b, b, b), (b, b, c, c) and (c, c, d, d) can be seen;
that is, starter-merit becomes better with increase in value of t1. Similarly, considering the columns, it can be seen that
starter-merit improves with improvement in res-eng-quotient.

First, second, third, and fourth columns are (a, a, b, c), (a, b, b, c), (a, b, c, d) and (b. b, c, d), that is, improvement is
noticed while getting down in each column. Getting down means increase in res-eng-quotient.

After the starter is decided, a minimum energy transmission tree is formed from the starter to each of its nonstarter
reachable geocast members. Let 𝜆(i, j) be the set of routes from starter ni to a node nj which is reachable from ni. Then a
route ROUTEw(i, j) s.t. 1≤w≤ ∣ 𝜆(i, j) ∣ will be chosen for communication from ni to nj, if condition in (25) is true. This
means that nj is under supervision of ni till now.

eng-ct(ROUTEw(i, j)) ≤ ∀eng-ct(ROUTEw′ (i, j)),
s.t.,w′ = 1 to ∣ 𝜆(i, j) ∣ . (25)
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F I G U R E 10 Second part of pseudo code of the function to compute reachability

T A B L E 1 Fuzzy combination of dist-entr and connect-eff producing
temporary output t1

dist-entr→connect-eff↓ a b c d

a a a a a

b b b a a

c c b b a

d d c b b

T A B L E 2 Fuzzy combination of t1 and res-eng-quotient producing
ultimate output starter-merit

t1→res-eng-quotient↓ a b C d

a a a A b

b a b B b

c b b C c

d c c D d

If multiple routes suffer from same energy consumption, then any one of them is selected randomly. This means that
there will be only one route from the starter to each nonstarter geocast member.

4.6 Elevating lonely leaves

For elevating lonely leaves, green geocast allocates a limited time τ-reloc. Suppose ne is a lonely leaf having highest velocity
capacity vel-maxe. Then among all of its predecessors (available from predecessor list computed in Pseudocode of Figures 9
and 10, a node nj will be capable of giving shelter to ne if closest point on radio-circle of nj can be reached by ne within
time τ-reloc. This condition appears in (26).

(distt(i, e) − radj) ≤ (vel-maxe × 𝜏 − reloc). (26)
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Maximum possible energy gain will be the difference of transmission energy gain and kinetic energy invested. Both
are expressed in Joules.

Assume that at current time t, ne is under the supervision of ni with their present distance being disti,e(t). Then energy
consumption of ni to send an unit length message packet to ne is given by (27).

edistt(i, e) = {mrp(e) distt
2(i, e)}∕C1. (27)

Minimum possible distance between any uplink neighbor of ne and ne, is unit distance or 1. Therefore, if ne becomes
maximally close to an uplink neighbor nj, then edistt(j,e) will be formulated as (28).

edistt(j, e) = {mrp(e)∕C1}. (28)

So, maximum possible transmission energy gain MAX-TRANS-ENG in the network (please note that required trans-
mission energy of ni will decrease and for nj, it will increase but if reduction in transmission energy of ni is higher than
increase in the same for nj along with kinetic energy of ne, then relocation of ne will be beneficial for the network) is given
by (29).

MAX-TRANS-ENG = mrp(e)(dist2
t (i, e) − 1)∕C1. (29)

So, during elevation of ne, otential supervisor (or predecessor) of ne is chosen with closest radio-circle entry point or
base point. Underlying intention is to reduce kinetic energy consumption of ne.

The concept is illustrated in Figure 11. ne moves to potential supervisor nj in a straight line and the line intersects
radio-circle of nj at point (h,k). Hence, (h,k) is called entry point of ne to radio-circle of nj. Another name of this point is
base point. Coordinates of base point can be easily calculated with law of quGDRatic from the followings:

(h − x(t))2 + (k − yj(t))2 = radj
2, k = ye(t) + m′(h − xe(t))

where m = (ye(t)− yj(t))/(xe(t)− xj(t)) Kinetic energy ki - engh, k(e, t) required by ne at time t to arrive at base point of nj,
is shown in (30).

ki-engh′,k′ (e, t) = {mass(e) × vel2
i,j(e, t)}∕2, (30)

F I G U R E 11 ne gets elevated to radio-circle of nj
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where mass (e) is the mass of ne and veli,j(e,t) is the required velocity of ne to reach base point of radio-circle of nj from ni
in time duration τ-reloc. So, as in (31)

veli,j(e, t) = De,t(h, k)∕𝜏-reloc, (31)

such that De, t(h, k) =
√

{(xe(t)− h)2 + (ye(t)− k)2}.
Definitely, veli, j(e, t)≤ vel - maxe.
Transmission energy tr-engh,k(e,t) in this context is given by (32),

tr-engh,k(e, t) = mrp(e) (dist2
t (i, e) − D2

j,t(h, k))∕C1. (32)

Overall energy gain ov-engh,k(e,t) as a result of relocation or elevation of ne, is expressed in (33).

ov-engh,k(e, t) = tr-engh,k(e, t) − ki-engh,k(e, t). (33)

Further elevations of ne are possible if it generates more energy gain. For example, let (h1, k1) be the point that is next
to (h, k) toward nj. Assume that (h1, k1) divides the line from (h,k) to (xj(t), yj(t)) in the ratio (radj-𝛼): 𝛼. Then,

h1 = (xj(t)𝛼 + (radj − 𝛼)h)∕radj.

k1 = (yj(t)𝛼 + (radj − 𝛼)k)∕radj

Elevation to (h1, k1) is possible if the following two conditions are true:

(i) De, t(h1, k1)≤ (vel - maxe × 𝜏 - reloc)
(ii) ov - engh, k(e, t)≤ ov - engh1, k1(e, t).

If moving toward nj continues to produce more overall energy gain, then ultimately elevation has to stop when ne
arrives at unit distance from nj. Overall energy gain at last step of elevation will be termed as optimum overall energy
gain.In case of multiple such predecessors producing similar optimum overall energy gain, the one that yields least
interference to the network after inclusion of ne, is chosen as optimum.

Procedure to compute interference is shown below with the help of Figure 12. In Figure 12, it can be seen that ne
lies within the neighborhood of both ni and nj. This structure is quite possible in case of energy aware transmission
tree. Although in this tree only one uplink neighbor is responsible for sending geocast message to a node but chances of
interference exist. For example, say ni is responsible for sending geocast message to nk and nj is responsible for sending
geocast message to ne, but still ne may overhear, especially when ni has a downlink neighbor nk close to ne, resulting in
collision. Multiple such interfering may happen. The intention is to find out a general expression of such interference.

Maximum and minimum possible transmission powers in the geocast region are denoted as max-trans-power and
min-trans-power and defined in (34) and (35).

max -trans-power = {max(∀mrp(i))} R2
max s.t.,ni ∈ A. (34)

min -trans-power = {min (∀mrp(i))}, s.t.,ni ∈ A. (35)

Average transmission power Pavg of any node in the geocast region is given by (36).

Pavg = (max -trans-power + min -trans-power)∕2. (36)

To compute composite interference after inclusion of ne in radio-circle of nj, the authors consider a differential area
(𝛽 d𝛽 d𝜙) where ne is at distance β from nj and the straight line connecting nj and ne makes an angle 𝜙 with the straight
line connecting ni and nj. Assuming uniform distribution of nodes in the geocast region, amount of interference faced by
ne as receiver, is denoted as dI and defined in Equations (37) and (38).

dI = (Pavg∕𝛽2)f ′|A|𝛽d𝛽d𝜙 , (37)
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F I G U R E 12 Illustration of interference

dI = (Pavg∕𝛽)f ′|A| d𝛽d𝜙, (38)

where f ′ is fraction of senders in the geocast region. So, f ′ |A| is number of senders in the geocast region. Please note that
0≤ f ′ ≤ 1. Therefore, expected interference E(I) is formulated in (39).

E(I) =

2𝜋𝛽−max

∫
0
∫ (Pavg

I
∕𝛽) f ′|A| d𝛽d𝜙, (39)

where minimum value of β is 1. β will be at its maximum if ne lies on the periphery of radio-circle of ni, because, after all,
ne should remain a downlink neighbor of ni so that ni can create an interference. Pavg, f’ and |A| are constants.

So,E(I) = 2Pavgf ′|A| 𝜋

∫
0

log(𝛽 − max) d𝜙. (40)

Value of β-max needs to be put in (40) to compute E(I). It is done by drawing a perpendicular from ne to the straight
line connecting ni and nj. This perpendicular touch the straight line from ni to nj at point Y . Noted that distance from ni
to ne is radi. Hence, from Figure 12 it may be seen that,

(distt(i, j)+ 𝛽 −max cos𝜙)2 + (𝛽 −max sin𝜙)2 = r, that is, 𝛽 −max2 + 2𝛽 −max cos𝜙distt(i, j)+ dist2
t(i, j)− radi

2 = 0,
So, 𝛽 −max = − distt(i, j)cos𝜙±

√
(dist2

t(i, j)cos2𝜙+ radi
2).

β-max cannot be negative because it is a distance. Therefore,

𝛽- max = −distt(i, j) cos𝜙 +
√
(dist2

t(i, j)cos2𝜙 + radi
2). (41)

To calculate E(I), the value of β-max in (41) is put in (40).

4.7 No cycles can exist in energy efficient transmission forest

After selecting a suitable starter and elevating all the lonely leaves, exactly one minimum energy consuming route is
constructed from selected starter to each nonstarter downlink neighbor. In case of more than one minimum energy paths,
any one is randomly selected for communication. So, at this point of time, each node is under supervision of exactly one
uplink neighbor.
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Please note that, no cycle can be generated in this process. This is proved using the Lemmas 1 and 2.

Lemma 1. There can be no cycle in energy efficient transmission tree involving the starter.

Proof. Consider Figure 13 where ni is the starter and its downlink neighbor is nj. Downlink neighbors of nj are nv and nu.
nk is a downlink neighbor of nu. The cycle is ni →nj →nu →nk →ni. Therefore nk is an geocast member which is uplink
neighbor of the starter which is not possible. So, there cannot be any geocast member which is uplink neighbor of the
starter. ▪

Lemma 2. There can be no cycle in energy efficient transmission tree involving nonstarter geocast members.

Proof. Consider Figure 14 where ni is the starter and its downlink neighbors are nj and nk. Without any loss of generality
it has been assumed that there is a cycle nk →np →nq →nr →nk. Please note the two paths ni →nk →np →nq →nr →nk,
ni →nk, in energy efficient transmission tree in Figure 14. So this means that minimum energy consuming paths from ni
to nk are ni →nk →np →nq →nr →nk and ni →nk. According to the logic of creating energy efficient transmission tree,
if more than one minimum energy paths are there then only one of them is selected randomly and inserted in energy
efficient transmission tree but not both of them. But in Figure 14, both the paths ni →nk →np →nq →nr →nk and ni →nk
are appearing which contradicts the principle of forming energy efficient transmission tree. Therefore, combining the
findings in Lemmas 1 and 2, it can be concluded that no cycles can exist in an energy efficient transmission tree.

After constructing an energy efficient transmission tree, it needs to be checked whether all geocast members are
included in it. If some members are left, then again a starter has to be selected among them and more transmissions

F I G U R E 13 Cycle involving starter

F I G U R E 14 Cycle without starter
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trees are constructed out of those geocast members which are not included in any energy efficient transmission trees
constructed so far. Minimum-sized energy efficient transmission tree consists of only one node and in that case, the
node will be starter itself and like all starters, it will receive geocast message from geocast source or incoming geocast
peripheral. ▪

Lemma 3 proves that there cannot be any multitree cycle in energy efficient transmission forest.

Lemma 3. No cycle in energy efficient transmission forest can involve multiple energy efficient transmission trees.

Proof. In Figure 15, two starters ni and nj are there. There exists a cycle np →nq →nr →ne →nf →np that involves two
energy efficient transmission trees originating at starters ni and nj. Nodes in first energy efficient transmission tree are, ni,
nu, nv, ne, nf while nodes in second energy efficient transmission tree are nj, np, nq, and nr. Please note that, in Figure 3,
first energy efficient transmission tree is marked in red whereas the second energy efficient transmission tree is marked
in blue.

Since the cycle np →nq →nr →ne →nf →np is already created then np is reachable from nf although nf belongs to
the first energy efficient transmission tree whereas np belong to the second energy efficient transmission tree. This is
impossible because if np is reachable from nf , then np is reachable from ni which is starter of the first energy efficient
transmission tree. But if np is reachable from ni then np should belong to first energy efficient transmission tree which
contradicts the basic structure of different transmission trees. Two different energy efficient transmission trees cannot
have any node in common. Hence, it can be concluded that no cycle in energy efficient transmission forest can involve
multiple energy efficient transmission trees. ▪

4.8 Interzonal geocast message tranfer

After processing in current zone is complete or if no geocast members reside in the current zone, then current zone sends
geocast message to all the peripheral nodes except the one from which geocast message has arrived. In case of existence
of multiple paths from incoming peripheral node to other peripheral nodes, the path that consumes minimum energy
is selected. But if the geocast source itself is in the current zone and no geocast member resides in the current zone
then geocast message is sent from source to all neighbor zones through minimum energy consuming paths. But if more
than one peripheral node corresponds to a neighbor zone, then a peripheral node is chosen depending upon output of
a fuzzy controller named GEOCAST PROPAGATOR. Input parameters of this fuzzy controller are res-eng-quotient and
zone-connect. Res-eng-quotient is already formulated and zone-connect is mathematically expressed in (42).

zone − connect(i, zn, t) = ng(i, zn, t)∕Σ ng(j, zn, t);nj ∈ (intrfc(zone(ni), zn)). (42)

ng(i,zn,t) specifies number of neighbors of peripheral node ni in zone zn at time t. zone(ni) is identifier of the zone to
which the node belongs. Intrfc(zone(ni),zn) is the set of all nodes belonging to zone of ni having at least one downlink
neighbor in zone zn.

zone-connect (i, zn, t) lies between 0 and 1. If its value is high then it means that ni has good connectivity with zone
zn compared to other peripheral nodes in the zone of ni, that has at least one neighbor in zone zn.

F I G U R E 15 Cycle involving more than one
energy efficient transmission tree
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T A B L E 3 Fuzzy combination of zone-connect and
res-eng-quotient producing ultimate output peri-eff

zone-connect→res-eng-quotient↓ a B c D

A a A b B

B a B b C

C b B c D

D b C d D

Fuzzy rule base combining the above two parameters is shown in Table 3. Output produced by Table 3 is called peri-eff
which specifies efficiency of the corresponding peripheral node. Range division of zone-connect and peri-eff are same as
res-eng-quotient. An efficient peripheral node is one that has high residual energy and good neighbor zone connectivity,
corresponding to one particular neighbor zone. For a given zone-connect, if res-eng-quotient increases, then peri-eff also
increases. Similarly, For a given res-eng-quotient, if zone-connect increases, then peri-eff also increases.

5 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Simulation is performed in SDN framework and the communication protocol for WSN in each zone is IEEE 802.15.4.
AMDOpteron processor is used with 16 GB hard disk. Used operating system is Linux version 2.6.32. Number of zones is
10. Total number of simulation runs is also 10. Number of nodes in each zone varies from 10 to 50. Total number of nodes
in the network is 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 in various simulation runs where network area is a square
with length of each side being 500 m. Radio-range of each node varies from 10 to 50 m whereas initial energy ranges from
10 to 30 J. Size of each data packet is 512 bytes. Duration of each simulation run is 1000 seconds. Performance of our
proposed green geocastis compared with GEAR,39 EAGR,47 GPSR,16 EELIR,18 and FRFZ,26 which are popular geocast
protocols in WSN only, because, as far as the authors know, no geocast protocol in SD-WSN framework has come out yet.

Simulation metrics are,

(i) Message Transmitted/Forwarded (MT/F): This is expressed as the sum of number of messages sent by all nodes in the
network. Let msge(k) denotes total number of messages transmitted or forwarded by nk throughout the simulation
period. This does not have any unit.

MT/F = Σ msge(k) nk ∈N
(ii) Total energy consumption (TEC): This is the sum of energy consumed by all nodes in the network throughout the

simulation period. Energy consumption is in millijoule.
TEC = Σ(m - enk - r - enk). nk ∈N

(iii) Geocast Delivery Ratio (GDR): This specifies percentage of geocast packets that were successfully delivered to geo-
cast destinations to multiple geocast sessions. Let tr-pac be the number of packets transmitted or forwarded through-
out the simulation. dlv-pac is the number of packets successfully delivered to geocast destinations throughout the
simulation run. GDR cannot have any unit.

GDR = (dlv − pac∕tr − pac) × 100.

(iv) Average Geocast Delay (AGD): This is the time difference between origination of an geocast message and its suc-
cessful delivery to the last geocast member. Let PAC be the set of all packets transmitted throughout the simulation.
org(pack) and dlvr-last(pack) denote the timestamp of generation of the packet pack and timestamp of its delivery
to the last geocast member, respectively.

AGD = Σ(dlvr − last(pack) − org(pack))∕|PAC| pack ∈ PAC

If one particular packet pack is not reachable at all, then (dlvr-last(pack) − org(pack)) is set to maximum delay
in our dataset, considering all protocols competing here. Similarly, for each such packet, number of messages cor-
responding to the longest route from multicast source/ appropriate incoming peripheral (in case of green geocast)
to an geocast member considering all competing protocols, is added to MT/F. Corresponding energy consumption
is computed as (highest possible energy consumption per hop × number of hops in the longest route from multicast
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source/appropriate incoming peripheral (in case of green geocast) to a geocast member). This energy consumption
is added to TEC calculated so far. Average delay is in ms.

(v) Percentage of Live Nodes (PLN): As the name suggests, this is percentage of live nodes in the network. Let N be set
of all nodes in the network and among then, N1 be number of live nodes after some geocast operations. PLN does
not have any unit. Then PLN is defined as,

PLN = (N1∕N) × 100.

5.1 About competitors of green geocast

GEAR and GPSR follow perimeter flooding method which produce good packet delivery ratio only when the network is
fairly populated. But under extremely high population geocast delivery ratio reduces due to high message contention and
collision that generates because of redundancy corresponding to flooding in geocast region. EAGR is based on directional
flooding. Hence in sparsely populated network, EAGR produces more GDR. But as network becomes extremely crowded,
GDR produced by EAGR starts to drop more than others because of huge redundancy in geocast region (common to
GEAR and GPSR) along with redundancy while traveling toward the geocast region (this redundancy is absent in GEAR
and GPSR). Message cost and energy consumption in a sparse network is higher in GEAR and GPSR than EAGR and
EELIR because although message cost corresponding to unreachable geocast members should be ideally infinity, but for
ease of calculation and plotting it has been mapped to number of messages corresponding to the longest route from mul-
ticast source/appropriate incoming peripheral (in case of green geocast) to an geocast member, considering all protocols
competing here. GEAR and GPSR suffer from a high number of unreachable nodes, so, message cost will be higher for
them. EELIR builds energy efficient unicast routes to each geocast member. It avoids flooding during data packet trans-
mission (as already mentioned, flooding is required only for route discovery) is completely avoided and therefore does
not suffer from redundancy. But its message cost increases particularly when geocast source is far from geocast region.
On an average, it can be seen that, when geocast region is not that populated, EELIR produces much lesser message cost
than GEAR, EAGR and GPSR. The gap starts reducing when number of nodes in the network increase substantially.

5.2 Green geocast vs GEAR

GEAR is a geocast protocol that chooses the downlink neighbor closest to centroid of geocast region. If more than one
downlink neighbors are at minimum distance from the centroid of geocast region, compared to other downlink neigh-
bors of the same node, then any one is randomly selected. There is no guarantee that the random selection is the most
energy efficient one. After the geocast message reaches the first geocast member, it applies blind flooding inside the geo-
cast region. For example, let ni be the first geocast member at which geocast message has arrived. Then ni forwards the
geocast message to those of its downlink neighbors which are presently residing inside the geocast region. If all downlink
neighbors of ni are inside that region, then ni can apply broadcast operation; otherwise, multiple unicasting has to be per-
formed. This generates redundancy if one geocast member is within radio-circles of more than one geocast member. Such
unnecessary retransmissions generating due to topological redundancies eat up significant amount of battery power in
geocast members. Therefore, lifetime of geocast members decrease in GEAR. Also, there is no guarantee that all nodes in
geocast region are reachable from ni. If ni has no downlink neighbor, then geocasting will stop immediately. Thus, geocast
delivery ratio in GEAR is lesser than its competitors. Although GEAR applies flooding inside geocast region, but still that
flooding is initiated by only one node and if its connectivity inside geocast region is poor, then percentage of successful
delivery of geocast packet, will be low.

On the other hand in our proposed energy efficient geocast approach,the network is divided into multiple zones and
each zone is controlled by one SDN controller. After receiving an geocast message, the incoming peripheral nodes informs
corresponding SDN controller and the controller determines which nodes under his zone are inside the geocast region.
Those nodes are geocast members in that zone. Since topological information of the zone is available to the controller, it
can construct an energy efficient transmission forest. Flooding inside the geocast region is completely eliminated leading
to huge saving in terms of message cost as well as energy in nodes. Energy efficient transmission forest consists of some
energy efficient transmission trees where each nonstarter geocast member is under supervision of exactly one geocast
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member. Hence, redundancy is completely avoided, leading to great improvement in terms of messages transmitted or
forwarded, as shown in Figure 16.

During selection of each starter, the criterion of reachability is given great importance; that is, the intention was to
include as many geocast members as possible, in the geocast transmission tree being constructed. Hence, geocast delivery
ratio is high in the proposed approach, as shown in Figure 18. Also, this reduces number of starters, especially when
the network (or geocast region) in densely populated. For energy efficiency purpose, each node is connected to starter of
the associated energy efficient transmission tree through minimum energy consuming paths.All these contribute to least
energy consumption in green geocast, as shown in Figure 17. Lonely leaves are elevated wherever energy efficient uplink
neighbor options are available. This reduces delay in geocast operation. This is shown in Figure 19.

5.3 Green geocast vs FRFZ

FRFZ applies the technique of limited area flooding where the smallest rectangle circumscribing geocast region is tar-
geted. Sender node broadcasts route-request toward this rectangle to find suitable nodes close to four such vertices. Then
all those nodes broadcast the message toward the geocast region. This does not have any energy conserving technique
inside geocast region, only limited area flooding is applied to find vertices of the circumscribing rectangle.

On the other hand, green geocast does not require flooding. Messages are delivered to geocast destinations through
minimum energy paths leading to huge energy savings. More number of alive nodes guarantee almost hundred percent
message delivery, as evident from Figures 16 to 21.

5.4 Green geocast vs EAGR

EAGR is an geocast protocol where each router adjusts its transmission power so that it is just sufficient to reach the
next hop router. Directional flooding is used for geocasting. In directional flooding each router targets all those vertices

F I G U R E 16 Message
transmitted/forwarded vs number of nodes
in the network

F I G U R E 17 Total energy
consumption vs number of nodes in the
network
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F I G U R E 18 Geocast delivery ratio vs
number of nodes in the network

F I G U R E 19 Average Geocast Delay
vs number of nodes in the network

F I G U R E 20 Number of starters vs
number of nodes in the network

F I G U R E 21 Percentage of live nodes
vs number of nodes
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in geocast region which are reachable from the current router without crossing any edge of the geocast region. Therefore
redundancies arise both before entering the geocast region and after entering it. This redundancy is eliminated in our
proposed approach because each geocast member receives the broadcast message from exactly one uplink neighbor and
before entering the geocast region, geocast message travels from geocast source (if geocast source is inside the current
zone) or appropriate incoming peripheral (if geocast source is not inside the current zone) to selected starters, through
the most energy efficient path, that is, through only one path. So, there is no redundancy inside portion of geocast region
in current zone as well as outside geocast region in the zone. All these save a huge number of messages and therefore a
great amount of energy, as revealed in Figures 16 and 17. Lesser number of messages mean lesser contention and collision
in the network. So, geocast delivery ratio produced by our proposed approach is much higher than others.

5.5 Green geocast vs GPSR

GPSR particularly applies perimeter flooding for unicasting. Hence a periphery is created around the geocast region and
all nodes in this periphery flood geocast message inside the region. Flooding is always associated to redundancy and
redundant transmissions mean huge message cost and wastage of energy. This is evident from Figures 16 and 17. Also, the
problem of holes can wreak havoc because nodes in the perimeter deplete quickly due to load of flooding. This increases
the risk of breaking perimeter wall producing more holes. As the number of holes increase geocast delivery ratio decreases
even more which can be seen in Figure 18.

Green geocast does not require flooding. Messages are transmitted to specific destinations and that also, through
minimum energy consuming paths, thereby reducing message cost and energy consumption as shown in Figures 16
and 17. Relocating lonely leaves are performed only when gaining in terms of energy and delay are sure. Therefore our
proposed approach gains in terms of delay and successful delivery too.

5.6 Green geocast vs EELIR

EELIR converts each broadcast operation to multiple unicasts. Although that solves redundancy in broadcast opera-
tion but still message cost greatly increases if the network is densely populated and/ or geocast source is significantly
far from the geocast region. Green geocast solves this problem by choosing a minimum energy-consuming path to a
starter and minimum energy-consuming paths from starter to all nonstarter geocast members. Thus, message transmis-
sion/forwarding cost in green geocast is much smaller than EELIR.

EELIR does not rely on building a periphery that holes can wreak havoc. So in low-density networks EELIR produces
a better packet delivery ratio than others which is close to green geocast. But as the number of nodes start to increase,
message cost and energy consumption in nodes also increase. Along with its message contention and collision in the
network increase, reducing geocast delivery ratio.

5.7 Discussion on number of starters

As seen in Figure 21, the number of starters in initially high and increases a bit with an increase in the number of nodes.
This happens when all the newcomer nodes are not reachable from existing starters. But when the number of nodes
increases even more then the number of starters begins to decrease; new links are formed joining some existing starters.
Therefore the number of starters reduces and also this factor improves the energy efficiency of the network because
whenever a starter changes its status to nonstarter geocast member, then the route connecting geocast source or incoming
peripheral node to that starter becomes unnecessary and energy consumption through this path is completely saved now.

6 CONCLUSION

The proposed green geocast is the first one for geocast protocol in a SD-WSN framework. This technique eliminates
redundancy in geocast operation and significantly decreases message cost in the network and energy consumption.
Hence, message contention and collision have been decreased significantly, leading to substantial enhancement in geocast
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delivery ratio. Efficient selection of starter along with elevation of lonely leaves significantly improves energy effi-
ciency and also reduces delay in completing the geocast. These are all accomplished by fuzzy controllers that inculcate
intelligence into the system.

Geographic addressing and routing have many potential applications in geographic messaging, geographic advertis-
ing, delivery of geographically restricted services, and presence discovery of a service or mobile network participant in a
limited geographic area. The green geocast method proposed here can be applied in all these cases; the only requirement
is that the network is static. As part of future work, the implemention of anycast operation using the starter concept could
be invistigated further.
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